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jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by jmsnoob - 2009/07/01 22:34
_____________________________________

Followed "jms2win_UserManual_V120.pdf" and everything made sense until page 13 where paragraph
starts with "In addition to the required site definitions..." 

From that point through page 15 I "assumed" it was talking about adding slave sites AFTER the first one.
This is based in part on page 16 NOT looking like what I saw when I created my first slave site. 

The REAL confusion started on Page 17 with: 

I figured I wanted the first of the 3 methods, "Fresh Slave Site" but, well, didn't I just create that ? Then
the blurb about there is "also 2 way" did not make sense based on anything I have seen in the multi site
component so far. Maybe this is also for down the road. 

Back to the Fresh Slave Site section which states "We assume that you have declared all the domains
on your server and that you have routed them to the same Joomla installation." Frankly, I was not able to
"relate" the three examples of (1) apache, (2) cpanel, and (3) plesk to the godaddy environment. 

I know (as with so many things) this will make sense as I look back on it and I am hoping somebody will
be so kind as to offer specific steps for a godaddy premium hosted account. 

In godaddy (maybe others are like this too) there is a first domain that maps to the top of a directory
structure. Inside that directory structure there is a /joomla directory which I think is what the manual is
referring to as "the installation". 

Then I have three (3) other domains that point to subdirectories from the main directory. The DNS
mapping for those was handled transparently by godaddy. 

How do I now redirect the DNS entries using the godaddy control panel to point, say domain_2 to the
domain_1/joomla/subdirectory. 

OR, is that what I am supposed to do. 

After which, the manual refers to a "standard Joomla installation" and I don't understand what that
means either. 

Uh oh; just realized I am starting to run on. 

Any help is appreciated.

============================================================================

Re:jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/07/02 00:43
_____________________________________

Concerning the GoDaddy configuration, it is document like in the case of JMS 1.0.x and when it was not
possible to use the Symbolic Links. 
With Godaddy, the symbolic link is allowed. 
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So you can create your domain or sub-domain in godaddy as usual. But in this case, you have to specify
the deploy folder that is the one created by GoDaddy. 

In the user manual, we have tried to give some example depending on the hosting company. We also
give the example the most specific that consist to share the same folder for each domain and
sub-domain. This is the core JMS processing. The Symbolic Link is a facility added when using a hosting
company that does not provide interface to force the directory that must be assigned to a domain or
sub-domain. 

Those sample are the one provided by customers and that we have included into the user manual. We
don't have hosting account in all the possible hosting company available in the world. 

You have in the FAQ a section that give also documentation concerning some hosting company. This is
similar to the manual. 

I suggest that you start to understand JMS in using the tutorial. 
The tutorial do not use the domain or sub-domain that avoid to configure godaddy. 
When you will be familiar with the content of the deploy folder and have seen what is really deploy,
perhaps you will better understand the concept that is explained in video of tutorial step 0 

So in summary, if you want to create domain or sub-domain, you can do it as usual. 
You will just have to write in the JMS deploy folder the location on the disk where godaddy has created
the domain. This is the full path on the disk.

============================================================================

Re: jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by jmsnoob - 2009/07/03 01:32
_____________________________________

Did not know there were tutorials. Watched those. JMS concept makes good sense but instructions are
confusing to non-technical business person like me because selecting course of action between multiple
versions and multiple scenarios presumes knowledge that does not exist. 

So sorry. 

Finally found the godaddy install example after scrolling around a while because the "how to configure
the hosting provider" link from tutorial section 10 has godaddy link that brings up patch page. 

JMS settings in my Joomla installation state that symbolic links are "forbidden" as shown in the image
attached. This "appears" not to matter according to hello.php tutorial because domain2 is definitely
mapped to subdirectory, domain1joomla. 

Back to manual on page 22, section 3.2.7 where it advises to proceed with standard joomla installation
which results in message that  

"Path is already in use by another application install." 

First sentence on page 23 states that "When the new domain names are correctly routed to your Joomla
directory, the rest is performed by Joomla Multi Sites." 

Clearly I have not done this correctly. Any suggestions ?
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http://www.jms2win.com/images/fbfiles/images/jms_080_symbolic_links.jpg

============================================================================

Re: jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/07/03 06:15
_____________________________________

On godaddy, the symbiolic link must work. 
The reason why you have the Symbolic Link forbidden is probably due to an error in the path provided to
Joomla for the tmp and log direcrtories. 

You have to go in Joomla / Global Configuration and check the tmp and log path. 
They must be a full path to the directory where is located your website. 
Sometimes, I have saw in Joomla that person are using /tmp and /var/logs in GoDaddy. 
Those path are wrong because they are located somewhere where you don't have write permission. 

You have to provide the path to your root of you master website followed by tmp and logs. 
In using the JMS notation, tmp = {root}/tmp and logs = {root}/logs 
Up to you to replace the {root} by its real path that I don't know. 
You can know this "master root directory" when you go in JMS and ask to create a slave site. This is
display on the screen. 

This error is explained in the tutorial step 6. At the end it is explain to check the global configuration and
tmp + logs path. 

The first sentence page 23 is equivalent to what you have probably saw in the video of tutorial step 0
that present the concept. 
When you have a domain, you have : 
- to configure the DNS server. Generally there is an interface proposed by your domain registrar
(perhaps also GoDaddy here). 
- to configure the hosting server (here godaddy) to define in which directory the website is located on the
disk when a specific domain is used. 
This is what is explain in the JMS user manual that require to assign (map, define) the location path
associated to a domain or a sub-domain name. 

In the video tutorial step 0, I have illustrate the case with different path and also the case where the path
must be identical between several domain (the case when the Symbolic Link is forbidden). 

So to better understanda this section, I suggest that you review the video in tutorial step 0 to try
understand the concept.

============================================================================

Re:jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by jmsnoob - 2009/07/03 16:27
_____________________________________

JMS Site Manager says that my domain1.net DNS mapping is to 

/home/content/g/d/p/gdproduct/html/joomla  
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which it calls my "Master site directory" when I edit or add a slave site. 

As instructed I went into the Joomla > Site > Global Configuration. 

in the "System" section I prefixed existing value to get: 

/home/content/g/d/p/gdproduct/html/joomla/var/logs 

in the "Server" section  prefixed existing value to get: 

/home/content/g/d/p/gdproduct/html/joomla/tmp 

Components > Multi Sites > Settings still showed forbidden. 

Re-read your post and then looked closely at paths and did NOT see a "var" subdirectory in the joomla
sub-directory; so removed from logs path to get: 

/home/content/g/d/p/gdproduct/html/joomla/logs 

This changed the Symbolic Links in Settings to "Allowed" as shown in the image attached. 

Before continuing I would like to note that godaddy is the domain registrar and ALSO the hosting
company in this case so I am completely in their environment AND I am "assuming" that you want the
DNS entry for domain2.net to point to the joomal subdirectory, and it does. 

Then I READ and re-READ your sentence below and watched the summary video in the first section of
the tutorial and it dawned on me that I was NOT defining the primary site (domain1.com) in JMS Site
Manager. In other words, I only had one entry in JMS Site Manager and that was domain2.net. 

So I deleted that single entry of domain2.net and started the process by creating a new first site for
domain1.com - which I am trapped in now. 

You can be SURE I'll have issues with that - but - sounds like we are getting closer :) 

Am I on the right track ?
http://www.jms2win.com/images/fbfiles/images/jms_090_symbolic_links_post_var_tmp_full.jpg

============================================================================

Re:jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/07/03 17:29
_____________________________________

Now that Symbolic Link is allowed, you can create your first slave site using the procedure as described
in the tutorial video step 9. 

For exemple and to be short: 
Site ID = slave1 
domain = {site_url}/multisites/{site_id} 
deploy folder = {site_dir} 

With those 3 parameters this should give you a fresh slave site to install using the joomla installer. 
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When you will go on your http://........./multisites/slave1 
you should have the standard joomla installation screen. 
The ..... is the URL of you master website.

============================================================================

Re:jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by jmsnoob - 2009/07/03 17:49
_____________________________________

If you've read the thread to this point hoping to find information about how to add JMS into your Joomla
environment on godaddy then this will be of interest. 

You may be thinking, hmmm, sounds like jmsnoob is making progress finally. 

Uh, well, I guess so. I am deep into figuring out how to screw up ! 

When we last left our ignorant hero he was thinking that he needed to define his primary site as the first
one in the JMS Site Manager based on his layperson's interpretation of the nearly unintelligible guidance
about the JMS "concepts". Which he did and it immediately started the Joomla installation - which by the
way - you can NOT get out of once it starts. 

Anyway, to make a long story short, after looking up all of the sql database stuff for his existing
installation from the godaddy hosting interface and putting it into the fields for this first site because, after
all, that first site exists already; I now have a fresh installation of Joomla WITHOUT JMS Multi Sites or,
by the way, my original data. 

Aaaah, so this is the "Fresh Slave Site" option. Hmmm, guess I want one of the others. 

:laugh:  

So. I am back at square one. But that is ok because I am going to figure this out if it kills me. It looks like
I will be uninstalling Joomla completely and then putting it back in with the cpanel and then I will re-read
ALL of the tutorials and the FAQs and the videos and the manuals and try to piece them together so I
can somehow find the "kernel of insight" that simply has to be in there. 

By the way, this extension gets good reviews on Joomla and everyone says nice things about the
support. I also appreciate the timely responses, no matter how cryptic and expect to have it installed
someday for all of us business people who are desperate to take advantage of the new tools that really
smart people have developed. I hope that someday, those smart people will find straightforward ways to
explain "how to do stuff" to us dumb people. 

Again, so sorry for my ignorance. 

ttfn ;)

============================================================================

Re:jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by jmsnoob - 2009/07/03 17:56
_____________________________________
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OH NO ! 

I was writing about my troubles at the exact same time you were putting in the "keeping it short"
instructions about a slave site. 

If you are still there, I have to ask ( yes I will look at the tutorials ) whether the original installation of
Joomla performed from the godaddy cpanel needs to be defined (first or otherwise) in the JMS Site
Manager list. 

Sincerely, 

Your ignorant customer

============================================================================

Re:jms v 1.2.1 into godaddy premium
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/07/03 19:23
_____________________________________

I hope in coming weeks be able to review the website and propose new video with better quality. 
But I can not do everything at the same time. 
With the new JMS 1.2.x, I continue to improve its quality that for me is the most important thing. 
I am not a specialist in video and I can tell you that I am organizing myself to be able provide better
material perhaps still this month or in august. 

I would like also produce new video to explain the new functionalities present in JMS 1.2.x. 

Sorry if I can not do everything as fast as you could perhaps expect. 
My first objective was to provide the functionalities the mostly requested. 
When I will be in a stable version I will probably have more time to review the doc to simplify the job of
the beginners. 
Create the doc and the tutorial is not so easy due to the wide range of possibiilties and the particularities
in realation with the environment (windows, unix, ...). 
For the moment, the tutorial is proposed as a roadmap where you go from step to step depending on the
result of the previous steps. 
I have already try imagine a wizard in JMS but this is a nightmare and will require a lot of time in
development. 

All the answer that I have provide to you till now have consisted to apply the step 0 to step 9. 
When you will be familliar with basic website creation you could try continue the other step and in
particular the step 13 that present the usage of the JMS template and how to create website from the
front-end.

============================================================================
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